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A: As per the comments, you have
determined that the erroneous line is

srv_http_users_data = full_dir +
'\username.dat' And we also know that the

desired line to change should be
srv_http_users_data = full_dir +

'/account_data/' + username + '.dat' We can
easily fix this by replacing that line with

srv_http_users_data = full_dir +
'/account_data/' + str(username) + '.dat' The
way you were doing it is trying to format the

string as a file name (i.e. 'full_dir' +
'\username.dat') instead of as a path name
(i.e. '/full_dir' + '\username.dat'). Q: Filter

GitHub pull request based on comment Is it
possible to filter pull requests in GitHub? I
would like to filter in my local repo the pull
requests that have been created based on
comments. I know it is possible to filter pull

requests by comments, but I'm trying to find
a way to do this in my local repo. Thanks in
advance A: You can filter by the same label

this pull request has, for example filter
branch master: You can find more queries
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here: Q: What are the differences between
the canonical members of the

$\mathcal{U}_6$ family in the James-Lind-
van Neuwen series? In the James-Lind-van
Neuwen series, $\mathcal{U}_6$, the sixth

Schröder-Bernstein-Zassenhaus prime is
given. However, in the James-Buchmann

family, it has been determined that $p=2$
and $q=3$ is a representation of the prime,
while in the von Rotzfeld family the prime

splits into $p=5$ and $q=4$. So, what
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